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/******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE *******/

BODY

SUBJ: DIA COMMONWEALTH INTSUM--MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA 289-92/14 JUL 92
(U) THE ITEMS CONTAINED IN THIS INTSUM HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED BY
DIA(b)(3):10 USC 424
Non Responsive

RWANDA: SITUATION UPDATE. (U)

Non Responsive

RWANDA: SITUATION UPDATE. (U)
AS OF 0500Z 14 JUL 92
(C) A CEASE-FIRE AGREEMENT HAS BEEN SIGNED IN ARUSHA, TANZANIA, BY
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE HUTU TRIBAL DOMINATED KIGALI GOVERNMENT AND
THE DISSIDENT, PREDOMINANTLY TUTSI, RWANDA PATRIOTIC FRONT (RPF). THE NEGOTIATIONS HAD RESULTED FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN STATES' NEW EMPHASIS ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION. THE CEASE-FIRE IS AN ATTEMPT TO BUILD ON THE 29 MARCH 1991 AGREEMENT WHICH ENJOYED ONLY MARGINAL SUCCESS. DURING THE INITIAL PHASE, WHICH IS TO BEGIN ON 19 JULY, A "PEACE CORRIDOR" WILL BE CREATED TO SEPARATE THE ANTAGONISTIC PARTIES. ON THE 29TH, 50 PEACEKEEPERS FROM NIGERIA, SENEGAL, ZIMBABWE, RWANDA, AND THE RPF ARE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN OBSERVER DUTIES. CONCURRENTLY, A JOINT RWANDA GOVERNMENT-RPF COMMISSION IS TO BE SET UP AND HEADQUARTERED IN ADDIS ABBA TO SUPERVISE EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH A STABLE PEACE. (DECL OADR)
Withheld pursuant to exemption
Non Responsive
of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act.